Geoevolution of the Earth in the Space
After such excellent explanations above it would be very interesting for analyze what taking
place 12000 years ago on the Earth and fate the dwellers by this time. Endless anticipation of
even small geo-catastrophe is impossible. Flood will happen again… The biblical flood has
already proved by the historical sources, archaeological researches, and other scientific
researches. It had been happened about 12,000 years ago.
In reality during these two days of the flood all over the Earth had been powerful shock
shaking and huge earthquakes. Continental and oceanic lithosphere platforms were under
totally shaking. Many volcanoes began eruption simultaneously on the surface and from the
cracks of oceans beds and had been changed atmosphere transparency. From borders of the
lithosphere platforms colossal amount of the asthenosphere fiery masses were flowing into the
ocean by this time. The geo-catastrophic event had been caused intensive and long-lasting boiling
and evaporation process of water. The huge evaporation was reason of heavy rainfall, which
lasted for many weeks. Almost whole planet was covered by thick black clouds of volcanic ash
for a long time. Tropical zone for a short time and other region for a long time didn’t experience
influence of the Sun. The reason of the huge black volcanic clouds, boiling and evaporation of
water masses was erupted huge fiery magma from Asthenosphere on the land as well as into
oceans. After such detail explanation it’s easy to understand why the heavy rainfall lasted about
several weeks on the Earth. In different areas of the land, duration and rainfalls was different
from few weeks to the 40 days and so on. Everything could be connected with definite areas
location relatively to the sea level as well as to the geographic coordinates, nearness of the
regions to oceans, seas and the poles and to the other factors. Huge volcanic suffocate gasses was
spreading into atmosphere during floods, and had been changed temporarily the percentage of
atmospheric aging (chemical composition). During a long time this event had very influence on
the life of mammals’ kingdom.
Floods were covering huge areas of the land by this time. Disappeared (submerged) many
small islands because isostatic balance was fully destroyed (strong contact to the main
platforms). the geological platforms undergone total shaking, water had been flown out from the
coasts all over the Earth. Great extinction had fauna and much damaged flora. In soil layers,
which existed 12,000 years ago, find out volcanic ash and sea mud, almost on the several
hundred meters height from sea level in the sedimentary layers of the event. At the left coast of
South America water had been reached 900 meter from sea level. It means Pacific Ocean bed is
main source of huge deformations, vibrations and floods.
Existence of the meteoritic heavy atom-nuclear particles in the soil is only result of cosmic
dust gravitated by Earth, but abundance is proof for an event. It's known, about 90 years ago, in
the atmosphere above Tunguska (Russia) on June 30, 1908 was exploded meteorite
(Interplanetary bomb). The explosion knocked over an estimated 80 million trees over
2,150 square kilometres (830 square miles). It is estimated that the earthquake from the blast
would have measured 5.0 on the Richter scale, which was not yet developed at the time. An
explosion of this magnitude is capable of destroying a large metropolitan area. This possibility
has helped to spark discussion of asteroid deflection strategies.The Tunguska event is believed to
be the largest impact event on land in Earth's recent history; impacts of similar size in remote
ocean areas would have gone unnoticed before the advent of global satellite monitoring in the
1960s and 1970s.
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Only heavy atom-nuclear particles were found into soil of destroyed forest. Stony fragments of
meteorite was not founded because was not any distinction between Earth stony fragments and
meteoritic stony fragments. During geo-evolution our planet had been undergone a lot of
meteorites and asteroids bombardment, especially after exploded space-bodies (late heavy
bombardment). As a result of all this somebody frightens Earth’s dwellers by meteoritic
catastrophes. Main danger is suddenly hit of a asteroid. Mankind will face other nearest global
catastrophes than Tunguska meteoritic… in future: oil will become a museum piece. It means
the traffic will not use the oil products as a fuel and will turn into unmovable iron “boxes”.
Destroying of flora by human beings is causing vivid process of global warming. If this process
goes on, carbon dioxide percentage in the atmosphere will grow up. Antarctica will melt and the
water level will rise up about 60 meters on the land. Inhabitants of the planet will face the
danger of hunger and lacking food, because the population will be increasing steadily. The
Inhabitants are also under threat of ozone holes and other disasters. It can be said, that
exploiting everything senselessly will lead to a failure and extinction, so that life could be fully
exterminated till the next flood.
Now let’s go back to the geo-catastrophic events, which happened approximately 12000 years
ago. The stratospheric clouds of dust also contained huge volumes of sulfur dioxide gas emitted
from land and oceans. Volcanic gas and dust was ascended and existed into high layers of
atmosphere for a long time period. These gas molecules rapidly combined with water vapor to
generate sulfuric acid droplets in the high atmosphere all over the Earth. By These gas
molecules, dust and thick black clouds surface of the Earth had been lacked Sun’s warmth. The
resulting veil of huge acidic areosoles and volcanic dust provided an atmospheric shield capable
of reflected enough sunlight to cause global temperatures to drop by 20-40 degrees. This aerosolrich veil also generated spectacular optical effects all over the surface. For several years after the
event, the Earth experienced exotic colors in the sky, halos around Sun and Moon, and a
spectacular array of anomalous sunsets and sunrises.
Many fishes were boiled alive in seas and oceans. During few months global temperatures to
drop stand lead to freezing land near the poles for several months. Mainly tropical zone survived
this process. It enabled elephants and other big mammals to survive and not disappear totally.
Ocean bed was shaking at the beginning stage of the flood during 2 days and caused huge
vibration of an ocean level. By the Global shaking of continental and oceanic lithosphere
platforms was changed izostatical balance between asthenosphere and crust platforms. Some
platforms undergone slowly rising and some were submerging. The global movements of
continental platforms fully changed costal zones as well as their geographical contours.
Temporal drift of continents was few day. A slow process displacements tiles had been known
long ago. The renewing process of the ocean bed is going in the subduction zone of the Pacific
Ocean still. Such process could be never caused formation of new mountain ranges. This process
only causes melting process of solid ocean bed hard masses into asthenosphere little by little and
separation small tiles from giant continental platforms. Separation of South America and Africa
reaches several millimeters per year. If we measure the distance between these two continents

today, we'll have one more proof for clear explanation of their precise separation 65 million
years ago. The point is that, during those 65 million years these two continents had been
separated approximately 60 millimeters per year for reaching the modern distance which is
between them today.
Unfortunately we have to admit the cruel reality. Hilly landscape of continents, huge
mountain ranges, and high mountain systems were formed by the destroyed and burst beds of an
ocean, after rapid destruction movement of the huge continental platforms. On the attractive
maps “Drift of continents” we have to understand huge geo-catastrophic destroying results for
the thin ocean bed. Geological term “folding of crust” is huge bursting, cracking, splitting and
folding-rugosity of oceans beds. It caused by sudden rapid movement of continental lithosphere
platforms. Magma flows into the destroyed crusts chunks and builds up continental platforms.
This whole process is the result of aggregation state changes in the XD geo-layer.
XA is huge thin granite formation layer under the crust. Formation of granite layer needs
3
millions of years for hardening. Each 1m hardened solid mass of granite needs approximately
10% additional volume and creates huge defect of volume within asthenosphere. XA graniteforming geo-layer is clue for changeable accumulation pressure (tectonic) forces within the
asthenosphere and mysterious tectonic activity all over the crust. All surrounded coasts of an
Ocean almost were formed about 12,000 years ago.
Same process within XD geo-sphere is reason of flowing colossal liquid masses from outer
nucleuses into asthenosphere during huge geo-catastrophe. By This flowing process suddenly
step by step could be increased radii of the Earth as well as formed huge cracks and destructions
into thin crust. Parallel to the cracking and splitting of oceans beds, liquid magma flows into
folding layers and forms intrusive bodies. This is the way of new continental lithosphere tiles
formation by fully destroyed an ocean bed. During million of years after the event only
sedimentary layers could be covered these tiles. Sedimentary layer mainly are forming as a
result of water and atmosphere circulation. It creates beautiful islands and mountains chains, its
excellent rocky peaks and valleys painted by nature’s forces by the water and atmosphere
circulation for millions of year’s evolution.
Let’s imagine for a second, what a power of future small aEBa geo-transfer in today’s
conditions could be followed by. Modern slowly convection forces are reason of slowly cooling
into the asthenosphere and outer nucleus and forms colossal pressure little by little especially in
the E and B geo-sphere. Periodic volcanic explosions can neutralize pressure of the bursting
forces in the B geo-sphere. E geo-sphere is under huge pressure by surrounded layers.
Accumulated pressure into E geo-sphere can be neutralized only by periodic small aEBa geotransfer. That is real reason of periodic small geo-catastrophes (flood). Not so Long-lasting
shaking of Earth crust will activate many passive volcanoes and creates many new ones. Liquid
magma will flow through the cracks between the lithosphere plates aseptically through midocean ridges. The global destruction of the crust shaking during several days will erase totally
very many settlements of the Earth. Giant disaster will kill a huge number of people. Heavy
rains lasting many weeks will cause terrible floods. From destroyed power plant dams colossal
masses of water would be dangerous events. Huge masses of water from oceanic depth will cover
huge places of the land and will destroy almost everything that escaped disaster. Global shaking
of ocean beds will be reason of pouring out of huge water masses from oceanic depth on the land.
The final stage of Apocalypse is a glacial. Many of them have already survived creatures would
be die in the low temperature conditions. Strange conditions with warm seas, oceans and
continents covered by snow and ice will appear on the Earth. Alive boiled fishes will decay in
oceans and seas. The decaying process will be same on the land as well. Together of the freezing,
as a result of starvation many creatures on the Earth will die as well. Ruins of many cities close
to oceans and seas coasts will sink fully forever. At the initial stage of flood strongest storms and
winds occur. The reason would be chaotic and rapid movement of atmospheric streams. At this
stage many volcanoes will explode simultaneously.

